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A substantial body of science fiction authors, critics and fans appreciate the
literary attention the New Wave of the '60s and '70s brought to the genre of science
fiction, but regret the seemingly lasting move away from the hard science classics of the
'50s and before. They argue that "the hard stuff' is at the very heart of sf and that its
future—still on the path set by the New Wave—is ostensibly a dead end. Many important
critics along with hundreds of sf fan websites display this fatalistic concern, asking over
and over "Is hard science fiction dead?"
The answer is no. These reactionaries suffer from a serious case of the Good Old
Days Syndrome (not to mention the Good Old Boys Syndrome). A close look at the state
of the genre reveals that hard sf is not only alive and well but also that contemporary hard
sf is more in line with its critics' definition of hard sf than the very stories they cite as
exemplars of it. Contrary to the accusations of noted sf critics, it may well be that a new
golden age of sf is dawning, one with an even truer scientific core as well as a
commitment to literary quality.
This thesis will expose the curious contradiction between the hard and soft / old
and new sf. The introduction will examine the definition of hard sf and declarations of its
unfortunate demise. Each of three chapters will compare two stories—one from sf s
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Golden Age and another after the supposed death of the genre. In each, I will show how
classic examples of hard sf regularly fail to meet the objective, scientific criteria they
purport to uphold and how contemporary stories—even while focusing (to varying
degrees) on the political and personal—better espouse the principles of hard sf.
Ultimately, it seems that those who descry hard sf s death miss not the technical aspects
of hard sf that, even by their definition, distinguish it from softer sf, but the traditional
Golden Age values of male dominance, imperialism, and anti-emotionalism. Newer
stories' feminism and redefinitions of progress blind conventional readers to their truly
hard-core, science-based foundations.
The conclusion will consider what hard sf s paradigm shifts mean in terms of our
evolving relationship to science. Specifically, in our technological age, science is not
merely a field that studies how things work, but a field that can help us to illuminate and
interpret our place in the universe. Ultimately, hard science fiction is not dead, it's just
doing something different from what it used to.

v

INTRODUCTION
It all began with a journey to the center of the earth and a time machine: the great
battle between H.G. Wells and Jules Verne set the stage for the continuing divide within
science fiction between its "soft" and "hard" factions. While Wells was writing some of
the most socially poignant, imaginative stories of the last few hundred years such as "The
Star" and "The Valley of the Blind," Verne was questioning the fruits of Wells's fertile
imagination, protesting various details like the length of a telescope or the possibility of a
blind community building a system of houses. In Verne's actual words, "mais—il
invente!" ("But—he invents!") "And so Wells did, and so Verne did not. Or, rather, so
Verne thought he didn't," writes Frank McConnell in an essay on the ever-elusive
definition of hard science fiction (19). In fact, Verne's various imaginings of the inside
of the earth were regularly as ill-conceived as Well's visions of time travel. But Verne
worked hard to sell himself as a scientist, and his fiction is often credited as the first truly
"hard" science fiction (hereafter SF), or even as the very first SF at all, based on his
extensive inclusions of "scientific" explanation.
His often faulty science is nevertheless the reason Verne is often chosen over
Wells as "the father of science fiction," as Gary Westfahl, author of The Mechanics of
Wonder: The Creation of the Idea of Science Fiction, explains:
Verne served as the best representative [of science fiction], since the author
regularly included lengthy scientific lectures on many subjects, and since
Verne, unlike Poe, had already been celebrated for his 'prophetic vision'. . . .
[T]hough [Wells] was an author clearly knowledgeable about and interested in
scientific and prophetic matters, his visible aims in writing stories rarely
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coincided with . . . emphasis on scientific explanation and prediction. (71)
Because Verne seemed more scientific, he was counted as such, whether the science
itself—from projectile trains to underground seas—was accurate or not. Whether based on
style or substance or both, the divide between hard and soft SF has grown sharply; and
among insiders, science fiction critics, authors, and especially fans, the genre's
hierarchies are clear: hard science fiction is cool, the coolest, way cooler than the soft
stuff (Hartwell, Age of Wonders 289). And Verne's cry, "mais—il invente!" remains an
embarrassing and frequent attack on anything falling short of the elusive hard SF ideal.
Coined in 1957 by Arthur P. Schiller (Cramer and Hartwell, Renaissance 13), the
term hard science fiction or even 'hard-core" science fiction generally includes stories or
novels whose plotlines are strictly science-driven. Hard SF is often defined by what it is
not—namely, the new wave SF of the 1970s that brought dozens of authors concerned
less with the "hard" imaginings of extraterrestrial life or technological developments
popular in the Golden Age than with the "soft" realms of psychology, philosophy, and
politics. As popular SF writer and critic Thomas Disch comments on the soft SF of the
New Wave in his 1998 book The Dreams our Stuff is Made of: How Science Fiction
Conquered the World, it is "science fiction without the spaceships" (106).
While a substantial body of SF authors, critics and fans—including the influential
Disch—appreciate the literary attention this movement brought to the genre, they regret
the seemingly lasting move away from the hard science classics of the 50s and before.
They argue that "the hard stuff' (hard science fiction) is at the very heart of SF and that
the future of the entire genre—still on the path set by the New Wave—is ostensibly a dead
end. As SF editor and author David Hartwell writes in the introduction to The Ascent of
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Wonder: The Evolution of Hard SF, "The situation now is that hard SF has been removed
from the center of attention in the SF field by a number of forces including literary
fashion" (39). Blog after blog after blog toll the same fatalistic bell. With titles from,
"The Great Dying," and "SF after the Future Went Away," to "The Death of the Best SF,"
these forums feature well-versed SF readers explaining the Golden Age as
characterized by a focus on extrapolation of hard science, mainly physics. Its
range of character development and cultural representation is sometimes limited .
. . . On the other hand its originality of theme and broad range of technological
ingenuity are often preferable to the stylistic excess of the . . . New Wave and the
self-aggrandizing pomp of Cyber Punk. [T]hose who confine their SF reading to
modern authors are missing out on some purely wonderful stuff. (Wikipedia, par.
1)
The professionals fear the same. In 1986, hard SF author and critic David Brin mulled
over the subject in his essay "Running Out of Speculative Niches: A Crisis for Hard
SF?":
There is a question that is often heard at science fiction conventions these days.
"Is hard SF dead or dying?"
Certainly from the number of panel discussions devoted to the subject, it would
seem that there is some concern out there among the readers, editors, and writers.
Whether or not it is true that the subgenre is experiencing problems, it cannot be
denied that there is a widespread feeling that hard SF has seen better days. (8)
Those better days—as they tend to be when the subject turns to science fiction—are the
Golden Age of SF, roughly the early 1950's to the late 1960's, when, apparently, all the
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good old-fashioned hard-core stuff was to be found in copious amounts. Gregory
Benford describes science fiction in general as "gaudy pulp adventure until the 1950s,
when Hal Clement's landmark Mission of Gravity seemed like a gust of fresh air... . This
novel may mark the true beginning of hard sf as a recognized subgenre" (Introduction
17).
Some fear the "watering down" of SF will mean the destruction of science fiction
as a whole. Hartwell explains in Ascent of Wonder, "It is a commonly held opinion of
the writers who write hard SF, and the perception of the readers who prefer to read it that
hard SF is the core of all science fiction" (Introduction 31). Others, like Kathryn Cramer,
fear that moving away from the often jarring conventions of hard SF will sacrifice
science fiction's proud position outside the mainstream:
While the prose style of the average science-fiction story has improved, many of
the best writers have been distracted from the task of working out their own
syntheses of science and fiction, and so it goes: Out go the paragraphs giving
clear evidence that the writer spent all day calculating the nature and quality of
eclipses on a planet with five moons, and in come paragraphs of carefully
observed description of the protagonist's moods, signifying the writer's sincere
obeisance to the conservative but currently fashionable belief that all good stories
are 'character-driven.' (Introduction 25-6)
Either way, talk of death is most certainly in the air.
Even amidst all the hullabaloo about its demise, many (if not most) commentators
(including myself) are still unsure as to whose funeral we are all about to attend. There is
ceaseless argument these days over how "hard" a story must be to be considered hard SF.
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Some focus on factual accuracy as the primary component. David Brin offers an
informed definition using this standard in the same 1986 essay mentioned above:
[I]n a hard SF story or novel, 'science' itself—the body of knowledge which
encompasses verifiable, predictable patterns in our universe—is a major
character. . . . [Wjhile science or a scientific question need not be all there is to
the plot of a hard SF story, if must participate substantially in motivating the
characters to do what they do. Also, the science in a hard SF piece must be as
consistent as possible with accepted scientific paradigms, straying from what is
currently accepted only in purposeful speculation having directly to do with the
story. And those departures must be few and rigidly defined. (8)
Others present hard SF as an attitude as well as a matter, of, well, fact:
In a basic sense . . . both setting and dramatic situation must derive strictly from
the rigorous postulation and working out of a concrete physical problem. The
method then of the hard SF story is logical, the means technological, and the
result—the feel and texture of the fiction itself—objective and cold. What hard
SF purports to affirm, therefore, is not the universality of human aspirations, for
these are more often than not the "soft" products of our desires. Instead it
asserts the truth of natural law, an absolute, seemingly ahuman vision of things.
(Slusser and Rabkin vii)
The differences in these definitions reveal the very stuff of the Wells-Verne divide—one
insisting on the inclusion of science and the other on the exclusion of almost all else—but
both agree science is central. While critique of the latter or both definitions may become
necessary as they are applied and considered in this paper, their focus on the inclusion of
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scientific facts will not be questioned. Strict adherence to science makes hard science
fiction fundamentally different from other fiction—soft science fiction, mainstream
fiction, and especially fantasy--regardless of its other (widely varied) traits. Many
authors and fans appreciate Benford's borrowed analogy in "Is There a Technological Fix
for the Human Condition:" "As Robert Frost said of free verse, much SF is playing tennis
with the net down. At first a netless game has an exciting freedom to it.. .but soon you
find that no one wants to watch you play" (84). He explains that hard SF authors must
play the game "by the rules" (84). After all, as Brin writes, ".. .it is easier to craft a
dragon than a good spaceship" ("Running Out" 10).
One thing for sure is that stories meeting this singular criteria are not at all in as
short supply as so many fear. Sexist language aside, I must call into question what seems
to me to be an overlooking of both the "softness" of some hard SF classics and the
"hardness" of many contemporary SF writers' works. Although quite a few critics would
(and do) argue alongside me that fears about the death of hard SF are groundless, I hold
further that contemporary hard SF is often more in line with its critics' definition of
proper hard SF than the very stories they sight as exemplars of it. Many Golden Age
authors and stories that purport to uphold science, knowledge, objectivity and their
pursuits as the highest human value perform science (in the form of technical jargon or
sweeping generalizations about scientists) more than practice it (using actual equations or
theories to drive the text), while dozens of contemporary hard SF stories are far more
devoted to the classic cause of extending a scientific principle to its logical end. A closer
look at this hard-soft debate reveals that older stories are rewarded with a hard SF label
for ferociously maintaining a dichotomy between Great and Lofty Science and the rest of
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the world; while, on the other hand, SF stories since the 1980s written with a very serious
commitment to science are counted as soft SF for exploring (and even exposing) the notso-rigid boundaries between science and the humanities.
Hard science fiction, as the place where science and fiction meet uniquely (due to
the use of real science—and not just aliens or magic—and fiction), has always been an
anomaly of the literary world. It will also always be a fine barometer for the sociopolitical study of a culture's relationship with science. In the 50s, the Cold War led to
dozens of great SF stories about the dangers of nuclear power; in the 70s, psychology
cropped up in SF in a serious way; today, SF stories consider the consequences of genetic
engineering.

As more and more universities offer classes and even degrees in the SF

field, promising further critical attention to SF as a whole, those of us interested in its
future must consider the implications of its suspiciously named internal divisions. Given
the propensity of SF-insiders to label pre-New Wave stories "hard" and post-New Wave
(and especially contemporary) stories "soft," examining the popular assumptions about
what makes a story hard or soft leads inexorably to insights into both how our
relationship with science has changed since the Golden Age of science fiction and why
those central to the hard SF movement would rather call their field dead than include
stories with subversive messages—albeit with excellent science—in their exclusive club.
I do not mean to suggest that all Golden Age stories are soft (Clement does a
number on that thesis) or that they all work to maintain the status quo (reference Merril
for that), and certainly not that all or even most of the SF stories being written today are
perfectly scientific and subversive. I do mean to assert that claims of hard SF's
dwindling since the Golden Age are in large part a political and are incorrect or invalid
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on several straightforward levels: first, the "classic" examples of hard SF from the 50's
are rarely truly "hard," second, many contemporary attempts at the subgenre are far more
scientifically grounded than their predecessors, and finally, the division itself can be
traced more to a story's message (blind faith in vs. intense skepticism of science) than to
its medium (fictiony science vs. sciency fiction). To put it plainly, hard SF isn't dying.
It's just doing something different from what it used to.
To identify this trend, we will consider two examples—one old, one new—of three
different types of SF stories—The Cold Uncaring Universe, The Scientist and the Frontier,
and The End of the World—to examine the different ways science is used in these SF
staples. These motifs follow hard SF from Wells and Verne and Hawthorn to Heinlein,
Dick, and Bradbury. They are part and parcel to the SF package: when science enters the
game, its objective eye inevitably exposes human vulnerability in the vast expanse of the
universe; it brings the plight of its proponents into the light (and they are naturally at
science's cutting edge, its frontiers); and the most natural extension of any forum of
speculation is the End of Everything. Other important categories of hard SF exist
(notably, Alien Encounters and Human-Machine Relationships), but The Cold Uncaring
Universe and The Scientist and the Frontier are especially linked to hard SF due to their
inextricable relationship to science. And the ubiquitousness of End of the World stories
in science fiction demands its inclusion in a paper about all kinds of hard SF. Also, how
can I resist ending a paper about the death of hard SF with a chapter called "The End of
the World?" Justifications aside, that just has a nice ring to it.
Applying a scientific as well as literary critical eye to the stories grouped under
these headings—the three hard SF classics, Tom Godwin's "The Cold Equations," James
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Blish's "Surface Tension," and Phil Latham's "The Xi Effect," and the three
contemporary contenders, Connie Willis's "Swarzschild Radius," Greg Bear's
"Schrodinger's Plague," and Michael Blumlein's "The Brains of Rats"—maps out the
ways hard SF has changed since the Golden Age.

The post-Golden Age examples come

from the late 1980s—when the first serious predictions of hard SF's death appeared and
when many of the sources I use in this paper warn of the subgenre's impending death.
The hard SF tradition carries on healthily through the nineties and the current decade—
perhaps even more so than during the eighties—but it seems crucial to counter the
standing arguments with contemporary examples to get to the bottom of the accusations
themselves. Because I want to point to assumptions in the genre that led (and still lead)
to conclusions that hard SF is dying when it wasn't (and still isn't), it is less important or
interesting to simply show that hard SF is alive and well by listing stories that defy the
thesis offered by so many critics in the eighties than it is to explore why that message was
(and still is) so widespread in the face of so much evidence to the contrary.

CHAPTER ONE: THE COLD UNCARING UNIVERSE
Verne's plays at science in Journey to the Center of the Earth beg for a critique such
as this one. While several of his scientific imaginings and assumptions are downright
laughable, one of my favorites is the echolocator, a device which, when pointed at the last
reverberation of an echo, can discern from whence the original sound came, regardless of
how many times or off how many surfaces the sound has bounced. (Why you would
think to pack such a thing for a year's journey into the middle of the earth is another
matter.) Here, as we shall soon see more of, we have sciency fiction, but extremely
fictiony science. Verne, though, it must be said, is a far easier target than the Golden Age
hard SF authors—Asimov, Clarke, Heinlen: in so many cases, their stories are wellresearched and far less fanciful, though certainly not beyond critique, especially when
upheld to the rigorous standards of hard SF. Among the most famous of this Golden Age
SF collection of stories—in large part for its proclaimed science-mindedness—is Tom
Godwin's "The Cold Equations." It is the quintessential hard SF story because it
encapsulates the paradigm of the objective scientist working within the unsympathetic
universe, both concerned only with adhering to the ineluctable facts and laws of nature.
Boldly purporting to adhere to physical and scientific laws—and never to deviate—in spite
of the emotional difficulty that adherence may bring, "The Cold Equations" is probably
the single most cited and anthologized example of hard SF. As the title suggests, Godwin
employs a classic trope of hard science fiction — man (specifically, unfortunately) vs. the
cold, uncaring universe—in this story featuring equations of ballistics. The cold equations
of physics inform the narrative of Connie Willis's 1987 story, "Schwarzschild Radius" to
much the same effect: the equations trump the comparably insignificant human needs and
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desires. Nevertheless, a quick web search on Willis's fiction produces plenty SF fan
commentary along the lines of this unprofessional review of her latest collection of short
stories: "Hard-SF [sic] fans should definitely look elsewhere; all the science and
sociology and future-speculation [sic] in these stories is completely in the service of the
human emotions and predicaments she wants to explore" (Chess screen 2).
"Schwarzschild Radius" is quite different from "The Cold Equations" as an example of
hard SF, but not at all in the way this anonymous SF fan imagines. The two are perfect
companion stories for studying the way the use of science has changed in science fiction
across the great divide of the New Wave.
The central thesis of "The Cold Equations" is in itself an attack on soft SF, which
might eschew the rules of science for a good story. Instead, Godwin's story is seen as
everything a "hard" story is supposed to be. Upon introducing and justifying the story for
the collection The Ascent of Wonder: The Evolution of Hard SF, editors Kathryn Cramer
and David Hartwell assert that "The point of the story, of course, is that scientific laws
cannot be violated under any circumstance, and ignorance of scientific law can kill you,
no matter how sincere you are" (442). They go on to suggest that if any readers object to
the hard-to-stomach objectivity of the story, then "Such readers do not have the right
attitude, the hard SF attitude" (442). Apparently, we are not expected to be as objective
as the author supposedly was.
The heavy-handedness of its main assertion will be clear even from a summary: a
young girl stows away on an EDS—and emergency dispatch ship—only to be ejected to
her death because, due to the harsh, cold, unchangeable laws of the universe—there is not
enough fuel to finish the voyage with her added weight. Godwin takes several pages and
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even more pains to set up the insurmountable situation:
It was the law, stated very bluntly and definitely in grim Paragraph L, Section
8, of Interstellar Regulations: Any stowaway discovered in an EDS shall be
jettisoned immediately following

discovery.

It was the law, and there could be no appeal.
It was the law not of men's choosing but made imperative by the circumstances
of the space frontier. (443)
Here are the overarching tenets of hard SF, spelled out clearly and repeatedly: the
problem Godwin sets up is cold and mathematical, not soft and humanitarian. The story
does, as Rabkin and Slusser stipulate, "assert the laws of the natural world and an
absolute, ahuman vision of things" (vii). While it could be argued that most of the story
is concerned with how the pilot will deal with the reality of these laws on a moral and
emotional level, the story itself affirms his conclusion that regardless of his feelings, the
physical laws of the universe demand adherence. But drag the story over the coals as
many a hard-core fan is prone to do with contemporary attempts at hard SF, and several
contradictions and flaws appear in its general and specific makeup.
The EDS is bringing needed serum to a group of explorers on a neighboring planet,
so if the young girl Marilyn is not ejected, a group of five will die. Godwin's explanation
of the ship's ballistics is convincing if conveniently vague: a complex web of interstellar
movement requires ships to operate on a perfectly measured system; if room for error
were allowed and pilots changed course unexpectedly, everything would fall apart. The
EDS's fuel is calculated precisely because no such error should or, functionally, can
occur. The pilot must jettison his charge, because even though "To himself and her
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brother and parents she was a sweet-faced girl in her teens; to the laws of nature she was
x, the unwanted factor in a cold equation" (452). In spite of its obtuse assumptions, the
scenario is fair enough, but the standards of a hard-core SF story must be met at all levels
of narrative and explanation, not just the most basic plotline.
First and most glaring is that with such dire consequences for stowing away, it is no
small surprise that the greater public would not be aware of them to some degree. Rather,
Marilyn is completely clueless. Upon her discovery, she innocently asks, "[...] so what
happens to me now? Do I pay a fine or what?" (444). The ignorance of such a deadly
consequence for such a minor crime is not attributed to the doomed character's sex or
youth; it's clear that anyone could make the same mistake. When the pilot speculates as
to whom is hiding in the closet before he opens it, he knows it is not only "too late" for
the man he imagines inside, but it is also too late "in a way he would find terrible to
believe" (443). The pilot expects him not to realize the direness of his situation.
If calling for prerequisite knowledge of such a dangerous situation seems too
diligent, then in the same vein of critique, there is another oddly unrealistic flaw within
the text of the story itself. With thousands of operators in such an intricate system as
Godwin describes, a pilot can expect to find such a person "once in his lifetime" (446)—a
rare but certainly not unheard of occurrence. And yet, the only precautionary measure
taken to dissuade potential stowaways is a sign which quite routinely reads
"Unauthorized Personnel Keep Out!" (445) on the door to each ship—which apparently a
rather unserious teenager can find her way to. Actually, it was quite simple. As she
explains, "I just sort of walked in when no one was looking my way" (445). No
advanced security system is mentioned, only this sign of warning. Granted, the sign is
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"plain for all to see and read" (445), but I can't help but think it might be a bit more
effective if it read, "STOWAWAYS FACE CERTAIN DEATH."
On Godwin's part, this oversight stands as a ridiculous imagining of a culture so
advanced it can anticipate with perfect precision the amount of fuel and emergency ship
needs for an interstellar journey, but one that does not think to take such a simple
precautionary measure as a sign that effectively warns potential stowaways away. That
the ship is equipped with an indicator that detects unauthorized body heat (442) clinches
the flaw in Godwin's thinking: there is a great anticipation of stowaways, yet not of the
need for public knowledge or situational information about how fatal a mistake such a
simple act will be. The girl's situation therefore feels totally contrived. Regardless of
how well the story sticks to its own assumptions, if those assumptions are just plain silly,
nothing very "hard" has been achieved. Is this kind of heavy-handed set-up forgivable in
hard SF? To many contemporary readers, it is not. The fans and critics who gather at
one of the many online science fiction hotspots, orionsarm.com, candidly reject any
supposedly hard SF story if it features "extremely unrealistic models of the way
technology impacts society—e.g. civilizations with very advanced ships and matter
teleportation that still don't have basic genetic engineering of life-extension, and simply
don't think to apply the aforesaid extremely advanced godlike technologies to improve
standards of living, quality of life, etc" (screen 3). Throw in another hard SF no-no they
deem self-explanatory—"simplistic, one dimensional cultures" (screen 3)—and you've
nicely summed up the aforementioned cultural problems in "The Cold Equations."
Godwin apparently overlooks another detail perhaps even more difficult to forgive.
John Huntington points out the flaw in his essay "Hard-Core Science Fiction and the
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Illusion of Science":
Throughout the story items have been mentioned on the spaceship that are
dispensable: there is the door of the closet, the blaster, the people's clothes, the
pilot's hair, the closet itself, its contents, the sensor that registers body heat, the
bench she sits on.. .Do they need the radio any more? (52)
Surely, these items weight as much as a small "girl in her teens" (Godwin 444) who
barely reaches his shoulder and is young enough to be called only "girl" and not even
"young woman." If I read a hard science fiction story in the rigorous manner the likes of
David Hartwell, David Brin, etc., want me to (to be the "right kind of reader"), I might
even look up how much the average thirteen or fourteen year-old female weighs (113 lbs)
and compare it to a realistic estimation of the apparently dispensable items in the ship
(120 lbs), not forgetting to note the fact that EDS's are made of "light metal and plastics,"
instead of the heavier metals of large cruisers.
I might even consider even more creative solutions to the problem, as Slusser and
Rabkin proscribe for hard SF writers when they call for "the rigorous [...] working out of
a concrete physical problem" (vii). Couldn't the narrator—who is so stricken with the
unfairness of it all—have sacrificed his life for hers? With no mention made of the
pilot's actually piloting the ship, we can assume the machine requires no or very little
attention to fly; could the young girl have been taught to land it herself? But no other
solutions are considered; instead they are actively ignored. The notion that there is no
other solution but to eject the stowaway into space is repeated to exhaustion. Variations
of the phrase "There could be no alternative" occur seventeen times in the short story. In
my standard paperback edition, that's once per page.
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Even with such impressive repetition, the good hard-core reader in me remains
unconvinced. Godwin does not allow the narrator an opportunity to improvise. From the
start, the narrator arouses our sympathies for Marilyn via this very repetition of her
hopeless situation, and yet the author never planned a loophole around it. It seems that
since his prime directive was crafting a painfully unavoidable death, he forgot to notice
the logical fallacies in his own story. As Huntington notices,
After all, there is one person 'in the universe' who could change things, and that
is the author himself. Let us here recognize that this pathetic story of
unavoidable death is a completely gratuitous exercise, chosen by the author and
engineered by him. It is he, after all, who has worked so hard to try to make
sure there is no way to save Marilyn, and it is he who has created men who,
obedient to the cold equations, never try to improvise some mode of salvation
for her. (56)
An opinion quite different from Cramer and Hartwell's accolades.
Ultimately, Godwin's purpose is to show off the values of hard SF, and not to
explore the problem itself. A creative solution would have offered more opportunity to
work out the specifics of an interesting ballistics problem, but instead we get just more
and more of these "had to" and more "really had to" and "really really had to" assertions.
Godwin goes on and on defending society's prerogatives, all the while denying any
options for creative problem-solving. The tough, manly, hard-core pilot, one of the "men
of the frontier" (452), as he is called, hardly seems a bastion of cold rationality but rather
a hopeless quitter: unheroic and mindless, droningly repeating his mantra, "there is
nothing anyone can do" instead of defiantly hypothesizing and experimenting like a good
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scientist ought. The ballistics in the story might be good—in that the ship, with the added
weight, won't arrive at its destination—but the existence of the problem itself points to an
unrealistic, even fantastic vision of an inflexible society that lacks forethought and
innovation—certainly not what Godwin meant to communicate. The contradiction
between a super-advanced, precision-oriented society that also fails to plan for inevitable
difficulties (difficulties that involve the termination of innocent lives, no less) makes for a
story with faulty groundwork at best. At worst, it is a story that merely repeats its
devotion to science but does not follow its principles in practice. The story itself is as
much a fantasy as its hard-core label is.
While rigorous scientific adherence in "The Cold Equations" fails a close
inspection, the science in "Schwarzschild Radius" only magnifies as it is scrutinized.
Though it is also a poignant story about the psychological effects of war, at its core, it is
no more (or less) than a dramatization of a quite complicated scientific phenomenon.
What could be "harder" than that? "Schwarzschild Radius" is written as if a "good" hard
SF reader (or even a physicist) were supposed to go through it picking out all the ties to
Schwarzschild's theory, which is exactly what I did.
The first paragraph provides a concise explanation of the story's scientific base:
'When a star collapses, it sort of falls in on itself.' Travers curved his hand into
a semicircle and then brought the fingers in, 'and sometimes it reaches a kind of
point of no return where the gravity pulling in on it is stronger than the nuclear
and electric forces, and when it reaches that point nothing can stop it from
collapsing and it becomes a black hole.' He closed his hand into a fist. 'And that
critical diameter, that point where there's no turning back, is called the
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Schwarzschild radius.' (689)
So the character Travers explains to the (unnamed) narrator, trying to get him talking
about his experience fighting alongside "Karl Schwarzschild on the Russian front in
World War I" (689). He eventually consents to the interview, and we get to hear all the
depressing details; and all of them—down to the last minutiae—demonstrate to the letter
the mysterious, highly speculative phenomenon the physicists call a Schwarzschild
radius.
In the "The Cold Equations," the actual equation, as written out in the story is a bit
of basic algebra: "h amount of fuel will not power an EDS with a mass of m plus x safely
to its destination" (450). In "Schwarzschild Radius," the equation, as written out in
mathematical terms, is nothing I—or anybody else—learned in high school: "The
gravitational radius (R g ) of an object of mass M i s given by Rg = IGM/c , where G is the
universal gravitational constant and c the speed of light," according to the Encyclopedia
Britannica. It is the point of no return in a black hole, when collapse of a star is
inevitable, and all of it is in the story. Central to Willis's exploration is the infamous fact
that no messages can escape or enter a black hole after the Schwarzschild radius is
reached. Travers explains, "Say when the star starts to collapse, the person in it shines a
light at the fixed observer. If the star hasn't reached the Schwarzschild radius, the fixed
observer will be able to see the light, but it will take longer to reach him because the
gravity of the black hole is pulling on the light" (694). Eventually, all communication
will cease.
Muller and the narrator work in the communication tent, trying to fix the broken
wireless radio their unit so badly needs for communication at the front. As the system of
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a star collapses as it turns into a black hole, messages are elongated and distorted. The
narrator explains, "If we cannot fix the wireless we will cease to be telegraphists and
become soldiers and we will be sent to the front lines" (690); it is the Schwarzschild
radius at work: at the point they can no longer get messages out, they will be sucked into
the imploding, lifeless vortex of the black hole of war, the front. Incoming messages,
too, are fruitless at the physical Schwarzschild radius; the same goes for Willis's dramatic
one. Early in the story, the narrator bemoans, "I have written my mother three times to
knit me a pair [of socks], but she has not sent them yet" (691). The truth is, he has
neither received her letters, nor she his requests. When he finally does get a note from
his mother, he reads it with the sickly distortion and elongation of time the physicists
imagine for the Schwarzschild radius itself. The letter reads, '"Dear s o n , . . . I have not
heard from you in three months. Are you hurt? Are you ill? Do you need anything?"
(701). The message gets to him from the other world, his mother's world, the world of
reality, far too late: within the front lines, the collapse has already begun.
Just as time and space condense and distort in a collapsing star system, so too, and
precisely, do the time and space of the story. Light warps along with everything else; as
Travers explains, as the star approaches the Schwarzschild radius, "it will seem as if time
on the star has slowed down and the wavelengths will have been lengthened, so the light
will be redder" (694). Colors collapse into the light with the longest wavelength: red—
and so they do in the story. The narrator develops an eye problem in the war which
requires drops of ointment which makes "everything ha[ve] a reddish tinge" (694). The
line of approaching fire power and death also casts a sickly red glow on the landscape:
"A band of red shifts uneasily all along the horizon" (696). Just a paragraph or two
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further, we find Schwarzschild's room itself, lit by a solitary red light; in fact, as the story
progresses, along with the point of no return, references to redness and red light increase
exponentially, just like color distortion in a dying star.
Excluding no part of the Schwarzschild process from the rhetoric of the story, the
high degree of scientific accuracy Willis attempts is impressive. According to one online
encyclopedia's intimidatingly in-depth explanation of the phenomenon, in the
Schwarzschild boundary, "Any interaction which occurs because of any light-speed
moderated or interacting force is forbidden" (Reynard, screen 2). The story builds from
the essential scientific guidelines regardless of their complexity. Human interaction
breaks down as the front, or the point of no return, closes in. When Muller asks the
doctor, directly, whether the wiring fatigue has come back and whether there will be a
bombardment, the doctor does not answer his question for minutes, over a full
conversation, well onto the next page of text, not as if in response to his question, but
rather as if he just thought to mention it around the time the question came up (692). The
conversation has long turned to Schwarzschild's disease and whether the doctor can send
out nonmilitary messages when the Doctor throws in, in both perfect ignorance of and
perfect symmetry with Muller's inquiry, "The wiring fatigue was pinned down all night. .
. . Five of them frozen to death, the other eight have frostbite. The commandment thinks
there may be a bombardment tonight" (693). It appears that interaction is still happening
at this point, but, being well under light speed, it is slowing down, morphing, moving
toward the lifeless radius.
As the encampment collapses to warfare and the front closes in, interaction
between the characters (the "particles" of the story) further devolves. First, the mail
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slows even more, and the mailman becomes occupied with a motorcycle instead of the
mail. Then, direct communication appears blocked. Schwarzschild tries to plainly and
clearly explain to the narrator that the doctor "has gone up to the front" (698), but the
narrator reports an inability to understand even the simplest of transactions. After
Schwarzschild repeats his message more slowly, the narrator admits, " . . . this time I can
puzzle out the words, but they make no sense" (698).

The collapse has begun.

Willis spares no detail of the process of the collapse for the sake of convenience,
expediency, or anything else. Travers's explanation of the Schwarzschild radius is a basic
outline, but the story addresses the theory in full. For example, as the Schwarzschild
radius approaches, matter and energy in the form of sound waves become stiller and
denser. You'd only recognize this as part of black hole theory if you knew more about it
than Willis offers in the story, but her commitment to staying true to the science in her
science fiction is unwavering. After just a few moments inside the quartermaster's tent,
the narrator reports that, "[i]t has gotten dark while I was inside, and it is snowing harder"
(696). Within their small radius, everything becomes stiller and colder—literally in terms
of the external conditions and figuratively as they become more and more weighted with
the human drama of war. Ease of movement—another luxury of less dense matterdisappears to them. As for moving away from the fray, getting sent home, the narrator,
"knows it is impossible, of course" (692). The soldiers at the front slowly but surely
begin to get frostbitten, a condition, according to the International Union of Alpine
Associations Medicine Centre's website, in which one's limbs actually freeze—increasing
in density and thus decreasing in mobility (screen 1). Muller and the narrator are
constantly trying to prevent freezing—the densest state of water—of their equipment, their
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food, their limbs. Since the average reader (even the above average reader!) most
certainly would not know more about the Schwarzschild theory than Willis offers in the
story itself, any additional adherences to the phenomenon will be missed by anyone but a
physicist or a fan who, inspired by the story, goes to the length of looking up the theory
for further study. To spell out all the details of the theory would be to clutter the text
with tough-to-read scientific jargon, an unartful trait typical of older hard SF. In
"Schwarzschild Radius," there is no intratextual bragging about how hard it is; it just is.
The most poignant of Willis's applications is the unforgiving association between
the front and the point of no return in a collapsing star. The soldiers at the front finally
succumb to the vortex that has threatened for so long, physically and mentally. "It is the
end of the world," says Muller (703). But it is important to note—as Muller earlier
reminded us—the Schwarzschild radius is "just a thought problem. There couldn't really
be anybody in a collapsing star . . . " (694). The concept Willis toys with is as highly
theoretical as it is complex. But that's what makes her story science fiction: the element
of extrapolation. To explore the physical realities of the Schwarzschild phenomenon, the
story must be set in a more accessible locale than a (physically inaccessible) black hole—
the military setting serves both as a convenient illustration and fertile grounds to extend
the metaphor into the only place the whole Schwarzschild puzzle can ever really happen:
the mind. The fact of the matter is that the narrator does escape the supposedly
insurmountable point of no return to tell the story. The way Willis answers this problem
enters her story into the hard/soft battleground: the radius lives out its destiny of
entrapment in the mind of the narrator. He says,
There is no safe distance from which a fixed observer can watch without being
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drawn in, and once you are inside the Schwarzschild radius you can't get out.
Don't you understand? We are still there . . . trapped in the trenches of the
Russian front, while the dying star burns itself out, spiraling down into that
center where time ceases to exist, where everything ceases to exist except the
naked singularity that is somehow Schwarzschild. (704)
The ending features a disconcerting blend of past and present. Throughout the story, the
move from one to the other, from Travers's interview to WWII, is designated by doublespaces. But at the end, that overt reminder disappears, literally and figuratively mixing
the past and present. The narrator is trapped, he sees both the front and the interviewer
Travers, but can effectively communicate with neither.
Nothing can be done to change the circumstances because the circumstances are
based on the facts of an equation. The story is sensitive and human, but when all is said
and done no exceptions or apologies are made for its devotion to its central scientific
principles. The Schwarzschild radius acts as more than a metaphor in Willis's story
because the outcome of the story is not just symbolized by an equation, it is bound to it.
Hard SF author Poul Anderson's definition of hard SF describes Willis's exercise in "The
Shwarzschild Radius:"
Hard science fiction is the kind which, ideally, confines the story assumptions to
established facts. The author postulates no laws of nature, as yet undiscovered,
which would allow things to happen. He reasons logically, sometimes
mathematically, what the likely consequences are of the conditions he is setting
up. (62 qtd. in Bainbridge)
Even if science serves as an illustration on some level, as long as it drives the story (as it
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does in this one), it is hard SF.
If "The Cold Equations" is an attack on soft SF, "Schwarzschild Radius" is a
defiant muddler of the whole hard-soft divide. Willis makes use of legitimate science for
both teaching the science and for its psychological revelations, blending the two in the
mind of the narrator, proposing perhaps that the Schwarzschild concept is useful (even
necessary) not only for understanding astrophysics but for understanding war, with its
vortexes, its collapses, and its physical and psychological radii of destruction and futility.
She proves here that a story with that dangerous (in Cramer's eyes) "character
development"-even one that delves deeply into the mind of the main character—can
feature hard science fiction as well. She follows all the rules—taking a concept to its
logical end, allowing science to drive the narrative. The two soldiers even seek creative
solutions to the dilemma: the motorcycle cleverly represents potential for escape based on
the principle that to escape a black hole, one would need to travel as fast as possible—if
they can't get out on foot, perhaps the fastest machine available would be enough to reach
escape velocity provided the radius has not fully been reached. They try to send out
messages, to heal the star itself, embodied in the "naked singularity" that is the scientist
Schwarzschild himself. Just as in Godwin's story, the inevitable laws of physics finally
win in the end, but this time they do so legitimately: the collapse of the front was not
some predestined, undefiably hopeless situation; it was World War I.
While both stories meet an essential hard SF paradigm of being about, as Hartwell
writes, "the emotional experience of describing and confronting what is scientifically
true" (Ascent 31), in both cases of imminent death and its psychological consequences,
"The Cold Equations" fails to justify its central situation, while "Schwarzschild Radius"
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is quite careful to do so. Also strikingly dissimilar are the stories' concepts of
responsibility. In "The Cold Equations," science is employed to disavow the personal
responsibility of the pilot and his society; in "Schwarzschild Radius," the societal
institution responsible for all the trouble is war (recognized explicitly as a human
invention), and science helps to describe and interpret that institution and its effects.
Godwin blames the "laws of the frontier," but, confusing the notion of the cold uncaring
universe with the cold uncaring laws of a one-track minded society incorrectly grants his
narrator absolution based on them. Willis uses the principles of astrophysics not to doom
the characters and draw attention away from her own ability to change the circumstances
of the story, but to make sense of their situation in a way non-science fiction may not be
able to. In her story, science helps us to understand humanity instead of acting as a tool
for dismissing it. In her story, the universe may not care, but science can help us to do
so.

CHAPTER TWO: THE SCIENTIST AND THE FRONTIER
Though the story rarely changes from the traditional imperialistic, nationalistic
version typifying SF in the popular imagination (with the help of Men in Black,
Independence Day, and the like), both hard and soft SF relentlessly explore the
relationship between the scientist and the frontier. The brave men or team of men and a
token woman press on to the new horizon at all costs and (after some ravaging and
pillaging if necessary) claim it in some way as their own. James Blish's story "Surface
Tension" overmeets these criteria. It is a wonderful story about exploration,
determination, and the pursuit of knowledge—all hard-core values—but yet another
Golden Age story that tries hard to give the appearance of "hardness" while the result
only blurs the line between what it means to be "hard" and "soft." In this case, as in other
inter-contradictory hard SF, while espousing the primacy of fact, Blish forgets to check
his own. Yet it is safe to say that a collection of classic hard science fiction stories does
not exist that does not include James Blish's "Surface Tension." It is easy to see why: a
group of microscopic, pond-dwelling humans beat all odds to break through the greatest
frontier in their wet world—the surface—to discover other ponds, other worlds, and a
much deeper perspective. Powerful and lovely though the story may be, the good hardcore reader cannot let it get away with the hard SF badge unquestioned. So deeply rooted
is the conquer-the-frontier pattern in SF (especially hard SF), a non-imperialist example
of hard SF is quite rare, but Michael Blumlein's "The Brains of Rats" is both subversive
and hard. It is a story quite opposite that of "The Cold Equations" and "Surface Tension"
(on the surface, anyway) since its premise is flawlessly scientific and logical but its
means—a hard critic might complain—are unquestionably human.
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If "Surface Tension" is a prototypical SF story, "The Brains of Rats" rates way off
the radar of traditional SF, and though they each consider the responsibility of the
scientist to the world on the verge of a frontier, they come up with very different
conclusions about that relationship. In "The Brains of Rats," the unnamed narrator has
"the means to ensure that every child born on this earth is male" (633) or female.
Determined to choose one or the other, he spends the story rigorously "working out"
(Slusser and Rabkin vii) which sex shall populate the earth: something he attempts to
decide with the help of both genetics and anecdotal evidence. The frontier in "The Brains
of Rats" is among the latest in scientific advancement: genetic engineering. A character
like Blumlein's scientist, carefully, slowly, even timidly considering his power and
responsibility on the threshold of a new horizon in human evolution (much like scientists
of today) would never find his way into a Golden Age SF story. In the gung-ho,
competitive spirit of the Golden Age, the 50s, and the Cold War, Blish's scientists, in
contrast, barrel into the great wide frontier as if it is their birthright, determined to get to
the top of the world no matter the cost. Still, despite the "soft" concerns in "The Brains
of Rats," it is a work of hard SF, one whose technological accuracy dwarfs that of
"Surface Tension."
Reasonable and exciting, the background information Blish offers for "Surface
Tension" at first smacks of hard SF: human beings must expand outward from their home
planets in order for the species to survive, but the traditional method of terraforming
(adapting the landscape of a planet to suit the needs of humans) quickly becomes
impractical for the incredible ecological diversity encountered in massive interplanetary
movement. Instead, paratroping, or genetically engineering groups of humans to suit the
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chemical and physical makeup of alien planets, is preferred. Groups of scientists travel
the universe seeding nearly inhospitable planets with radically altered human
populations-fertile ground (literally and figuratively) for a solid hard SF concept. But
soon Blish's sound premise crosses the line into a physically absurd scenario according to
"the body of knowledge which encompasses verifiable, predictable patterns in our
universe" (Brin 8), to which hard SF must be devoted.
The group of scientists to whom Blish introduces us have crashed onto a world of
water and mud. As Dr. Chatvieux informs us, "evolution seems to have stopped with the
crustacea; the most advanced form I've found is a tiny crayfish, from one of the local
rivulets" (702). Thus, the humans to be seeded on this new planet could be humans only
by name: with "webbed extremities . . . book lungs, like the arachnids . . . sporulation . . .
(703). And these "aquatic animals," the scientists decide, will be left with information
about the "real" humans' terraforming project. The only woman on the ship who voices a
concern about the psychological, mythological damage a society might suffer if informed
about its decidedly unromantic origin is summarily dismissed by Dr. Chatvieux: "These
people are the race of men, Eunice. We want them to win their way back to the
community of men. They are not toys, to be protected from the truth forever in a
freshwater womb" (703). Spoken like a true hard-core SF Golden Ager, sexist language
included. But when Blish's microscopic world comes into focus, the story's failure to
rigorously and precisely work out the questions it set out to answer becomes clear.
Most troublesome to the convoy is the initial solution to the problem of size. The
creatures could easily survive if they were the biggest fish in the sea, but the colonizer's
clever idea that they will not develop the smarts they will one day need to escape the
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borders of their own earth and reunite with the human race if they can just sit back and
eat anything that floats by demands they stay proportional to their competition. So they
decide on the size of 25 microns (703). But the notion that something so small could
recreate the human race in any capacity is scientifically inaccurate. According to the
Parmly Hearing Institute neuroscience researchers of the Loyola University of Chicago, a
correlation between brain size and IQ in humans is unlikely or negligible, but a size to
intelligence correlation is clear when far smaller brains are compared with far larger ones
(and to body weight). Their synthesis of modern brain size research shows a significant
decrease in intelligence in very small creatures, particularly those of the amphibian sort,
under which category Blish's tiny aquatic humans fall. This concept is not newfangled,
either: much of the evidence cited in their essay "The Evolution of Brain Size and
Intelligence" is contemporary to Blish. You can't clone a sheep, graft an ear, or alter a
gene without following all sorts of rules already put in place by evolution. So even
though the new humans are not a direct product of the natural world, but instead are
manufactured artificially, such a major deviation from natural law as this proportional
problem is unlikely to produce a successful specimen.
Recall, though, that David Brin does allow for some deviations in his exacting
definition of hard SF, provided they are "few and rigidly defined" (8). Perhaps thousands
of years in the future, nanotechnology will allow for such a major deviation in the laws of
physiology as they are understood today. If computer chips can get smaller and smaller,
quantum leap though it may be, perhaps the human brain can too. But even if we grant
the slim possibility of microscopic intelligent life, Blish makes several other disturbing
technical mistakes. Considerable verbiage is spent in the first part of the story to ensure
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that the reader understands that these humans will not receive some kind of hokey
collective memory: "[W]e can't transmit memory. The adapted man is worse than a child
in his new environment. He has no history, no techniques, no precedents, not even a
language" (702). But in spite of that very unambiguous statement, the underwater race
of "man" boasts several traits contradictory to it. The microscopic humans, evolved
several generations by the time we meet them in the story, have developed several
concepts that do not in any way apply to their environment. Most noteworthy is their
notion of chemistry. Shar—an elder leader in the community of quasi-humans—quite
succinctly explains the inherent impossibility of such a concept's ever evolving: "Take
our chemistry. We live in water. Everything seems to dissolve in water, to some extent.
How do we confine a chemical test to the crucible we put it in? How do we maintain a
solution at one dilution? I don't know" (706). The kind of chemistry the Shar describes-revolving around dilutions, open crucibles, and the making of heat (which he mentions
later)—is the kind of chemistry their ancient, earth-bound ancestors were familiar with; it
is not a chemistry or a vocabulary that could have emerged from an underwater
environment, just as the Shar complains, and exactly what Blish precludes in the opening
conversation of the story.
But most bothersome of all is the society's ability to translate the metal plates left
to them by their predecessors. For the sake of argument, let us assume the colonizers
spoke English and wrote the plates in that language. The reader is informed in the first
section of the story that they will have no language as a fledgling culture. Certainly, they
will not be able to read or even recognize as text the metal plates in their first hundred or
so generations. They will, though, develop their own language, of course-which, due to
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their completely-different-from-Earth environment, will be completely different from
English—and we're not talking variation-within-the-IndoEuropean-parent-language type
different, but instead radically, fundamentally, structurally, and phonetically different. It
is a basic linguistic truth that two cultures separated by lots of time and lots of space will
speak entirely different languages and have entirely different thought patterns because of
that language difference, never mind (Blish doesn't, after all) the enormous difference
between transmitting sound through water rather than air! Especially considering their
rather short life-spans and six-week hibernation cycles (703), the kind of intensive study
such a wholly unfamiliar text demands—one that addresses the subjects of interstellar
travel and even specifics about landing gear of a spacecraft (713)—is less than unlikely.
But not only has this one group of protohumans translated the plates, so too has another—
one which developed entirely independently from the one Blish familiarizes us with. In
spite of their being on an entirely different "continent," with which no contact has ever
been made, the two groups of proto-humans speak the same language, and both have
translated the plates accurately (722)! While this similarity is quite convenient for the
story, it cannot be thought of as anything other than fantasy.
The story is often heralded for its precise, complex imagination of life in the
underwater environment (Hartwell 700). But crack the surface just a bit and the same
sort of damning problems we discovered in the plotline begin to bubble up in the
background. Namely, the protos, though they play a relatively minor role, stand as an
utterly fantastic (and hardly reasonable) imagining of protozoan life. Even if we allow
that the extremely biologically simplistic organisms can communicate with each other
telepathically (which, really, is absurd), it remains a stretch that what they communicate
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could compete with the works of Aristotle. I entreat you to follow the exquisite logic of
the protozoan brain:
We saw that men were poor swimmers, poor walkers, poor crawlers, poor
climbers. We saw that men were formed to make and use tools, a concept we
still do not understand, for so wonderful a gift is largely wasted in this universe,
and there is no other. What good are tool-useful members such as the hands of
men? We do not know. [...] To this reasoning there could be but one outcome
[...] Our strange ally, Man, was like nothing else in this universe. He was and
is ill fitted for it. He does not belong here; he has been—adopted. This drives us
to think that there are other universes besides this one, but where these
universes might lie, and what their properties might be, it is impossible to
imagine. (705)
Pretty impressive work for a puddle-dwelling single-celled organism, but surely the credit
for such high level thinking goes to Blish and not to a creature smaller than the head of a
pin. Furthermore, just because the new race of humans has become the same size as
other aquatic life hardly guarantees cross-species communication. We normal-sized
humans cannot talk to any of the far more complex animals here above sea-level no
matter how close they are to us in size. That the protos are equipped with a Babel Fish is
not mentioned in the text anywhere I can find it.
Add on top of this list of complaints the fact that the protos subjugate themselves
for the advancement of the humans—a scenario problematic for its unlikelihood as well as
its racist message. The protos even serve as living power for the humans' treacherous
voyage above the surface of their world. However noncompetitive the two groups may
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be, helping a different species with their first attempt at something as seemingly useless
as "space flight" at the expense of one's own numbers is, again, nothing more than
fantasy. Granted, the humans helped the protos to win the war against their common
enemy the Eaters (705), but this cooperation was mutually beneficial. As far as the
pursuit of outer space—a place the exclusively aquatic protos can never enjoy—goes, the
protos have nothing to gain. Rather, in spite of their own values and high intelligence,
they offer their bodies and even their lives to the dreams of men. Again, it is not
reasonable to accept that single-celled organisms interact like this.
In a smaller-scale logical inconsistency in the story, Para, the representative from
the proto race, seems at first to find the human's non-aquatic pursuits frightening and
uncomfortable: when Lavon decides to destroy the plates on which the first human
colonizers recorded the history of the human race, he celebrates this choice on the
grounds that "We have been afraid of these metal plates for a long time, afraid that men
would learn to understand them and to follow what they say to some secret place, leaving
the protos behind" (707). But when men do exactly that, Para and the protos offer them
nothing but support!
None of this makes sense until you realize that Blish wasn't worried about whether
all these details made sense, he was worried about what all these details made sacred: the
acquisition of knowledge at all costs, a classic hard-core paradigm. The pursuit of
knowledge (in this case, of the frontier) as an end in itself justifies transgressions (in this
case, of anthrocentrism-or even racism given the level of proto intelligence). After
man's triumphant journey to the surface, helped along by mysteriously willing protos,
Para encourages "Man" to "Push your folly to its uttermost" (718). Even after several of
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his comrades have been lost in the necessarily fatal trip to the surface, he acknowledges
man's superiority as if a slave: he sees that his sacrifice is worth it since—in his eyes—men
are so much smarter and more capable. But the only real clue Blish gives us to
distinguish the protos' and the humans' intelligence is the journey to the frontier.
Otherwise, Para speaks with far more sophistication (reference the eloquence of his
speech quoted above). Blish's message is the same one that justifies Social Darwinism,
imperialism, the eating of animals, bullying: "If you can, you should,' 'If you can take it,
you are entitled to it,' 'Might makes right.' It is the politics of the 50s posing as science,
and it is the sentiment so many readers and writers associate with hard SF.
Even as he dies in the service of the tiny humans' first trip beyond the sky, Para
poetically announces, "This organism dies now. It dies in confidence of knowledge, as
an intelligent creature dies. Man has taught us this. There is nothing that
knowledge.. .cannot do. With it, men . . . have crossed . . . have crossed space . . . "
(723). They are the brave words of hard science fiction, buried as they are amongst a
story whose central ideas hardly live up to their own expectations. Blish's story does not
run short of assertions of its belief in knowledge and exploration, from the colonizers'
cool tactical discussions about continuing their race when they must die to Para's
spontaneous romanticized outbursts about the glory of man pursuing his destiny of
defeating the frontier. For this reason, the rhetorical "appearance" of the story is most
definitely hard-core. It stresses its adherence to these values on multiple counts, but for
all its fanfare, its sciency-fiction does not measure up. "Surface Tension" is a very
entertaining and very moving comment on humanity's perseverance and penchant for
discovery, but it is far more fantasy than science. Like "The Cold Equations," it is a story
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about men conquering the great, wide frontier (ever a symbol of patriarchal imperialism)
at the expense of all else. Its science is secondary to its sentiment. Over and over again,
we see examples—not just in "Surface Tension," but in all the stories heretofore
discussed—of faulty science overlooked while the messages of hard SF ring loud and
clear.
I must wonder at this juncture if so many errors in so many stories have been
missed or is a wider margin of fantasy somehow allowed when the story otherwise plays
the rules of the game? According to Slusser and Rabkin, adherence only to a motif
cannot be enough, but "Surface Tension," "The Cold Equations," and many Golden Age
barely-hard SF stories are routinely (and without disclaimers) included in almost every
collection of hard SF on the market, while new stories are held to increasingly high
standards. Hard SF readers these days are not kidding about this science business.
Huntington explains, "The enthusiastic readers of hard core SF will tell you bluntly when
a story fails to meet their criteria... . Letters columns filled with belligerent complaints
that certain stories are not SF constitute clear evidence of a strong , popular instinct about
the genre" (45). That "Surface Tension" is considered a hard SF classic seems odd given
this kind of insistence from fans. Perhaps Slusser and Rabkin's severe standards are only
an idealized goal, and anything that approaches them receives a hard SF label, but the
failure of famously hard SF to live up to its definition forces us to wonder: what exactly
is it that they are describing?
Something far more like Michael Blumlein's "The Brains of Rats," I suspect. Its
technical accuracy and central devotion to the speculation of the story ultimately asserts
even the most sensitive technical SF as not only a piece of verifiable hard SF, but,
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further, as far harder than its Golden Age predecessors. It is a trickier story than
"Schwarzschild Radius" in that it expertly and perhaps purposefully toys with the line
between hard and soft SF. The parameters of the story are clear and unquestionably
scientific, and there are lot fewer romantic proclamations about the destiny of the human
race than in "Surface Tension," even though that is precisely what the story is about.
After a discussion about the dynamics of sexual differentiation of the fetus, namely that
XY chromosomes produce males and XX females, the narrator coolly explains,
'Recently, we have devised a method to attach either gene to a common
rhinovirus. The virus is ubiquitous; among humans it is highly contagious. . . .
When an infected female becomes pregnant, the virus rapidly crosses the
placenta, infecting cells of the developing fetus. If the virus carries the X gene,
the fetus will become a female; if it carries the Y, a male.' (636-7).
A strict extrapolation from known genetics and microbial science, the short story features
an impressive list of sources at the end with titles like "H-Y Antigen and the Biology of
Sex Determination" and "Genetic Mechanisms of Sexual Development." In the story, the
narrator toys with the frontier of genetic engineering, which quite literally lies in his
hands. According to my calculations, one seventh of the text is made up of unembellished
prose listing facts from nature and science to buoy the scientist-narrator's idea and to
heighten his sense of desperation over which of the sexes to choose for the world
population. That desperation grows out of the conviction that males and females have
thus far proven to be just short of incompatible:
The genes determining mental capacity have evolved rapidly; those determining
sex have been stable for eons. Humankind suffers the consequences of this
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disparity, the ambiguities of identity, the violence between the sexes. This can
be changed. It can be ended. I have the means to do it. (635)
After hypothesizing that unisexing the world will make it a better, more equal, peaceful
place, he set out to research which sex should be chosen and why.
One sex taking over the world is another classic theme in SF, soft and hard. Joanna
Russ's article "Amor Vincit Foeminam: The Battle of the Sexes in Science Fiction" refers
to many examples in which men stumble upon female-only environments and eventually
charm the women into having sex with and serving them. Each of those stories, she
complains, offers paltry explanations of how the societies became man-less in the first
place. She quotes one such explanation from the "very badly written book" (44) The
Feminists'.
It was a quirk of fate. . . . Women did not intend to take total control. Their
takeover is the fault of the passive male. He allowed himself to be controlled
for the price of sex and then emasculated. . . . Women . . . originally wanted only
equality, but when they realized the ease with which they achieved it, they
broadened their goals. (20-21).
If this embarrassing display of an intense fear of feminism typifies one-sex-take-over SF
stories as Russ argues, then Blumlein's story seems a response to that tradition. First, it
starts at the beginning, not after the takeover has already occurred, so the emphasis is on
the psychology of the choice and not the "psychology" of the reunion of the sexes.
Second, the story reverberates with radical feminist ideas, from the notion that
heterosexual sex is rape to the possibility that men and women would be better off
splitting the world in two and forgetting about the whole Venus-Mars thing. The author's
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ultimate justification of the narrator's consideration of unisexing the world is a
controversial, but valid one: "Sexual equality, an idea present for hundreds of years, is
subverted by instincts present for millions" (635).
Consistently, Blumlein's discussion forces us to recognize fundamental biological
and behavioral differences between males and females—a conversation which necessarily
lends itself to a feminist critical eye—a fact of which the author is quite aware. The
narrator declares himself a feminist (638), sharing the telling detail, "My daughter is four.
She is a beautiful child. I want her to be able to choose. I want her to feel her power. I
will tear down the door that is slammed in her face because she is a woman" (638). Here,
the fascinating blend (or battle) between the sciences on one hand and
emotion/society/psychology on the other becomes an essential and quite conscious theme
of the story. The narrator describes a doctor friend dealing explicitly with that struggle:
Dr. P, a biologist, husband and father, never knew how much of his behavior
to attribute to the involuntary release of chemicals, to the flow of electricity
through synapses stamped male as early as sixty days after conception, and how
much to reckon under his control. He did not want to dilute his potency as a
scientist, as a man, by struggling too hard against his impulses, and yet the
glimpses he had of another way of life were too compelling to disregard. (639)
The doctor's sweet envy of his wife's pregnancy and childbirth, his connection to and
need for maternal feelings, confuse him and inspire him. The bare bones of the story
direct us toward the inseparability of biology (the realm of the sciences) and psychology
(the realm of emotions).
Unlike its Golden Age predecessors, though, the biology/psychology split is not
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described as a male/female one as it is in "Surface Tension" where the one "soft"
perspective is represented by a female; in Blumlein's story, the men aren't exclusively
scientifically minded while the women deal primarily with the softer sciences or notions.
The male narrator, a scientist, approaches the problem in a quite organic, emotional way,
including several very personal stories he hopes will shed light on his dilemma. One
such story is about a man who takes him to his home and has violent, though consensual
sex with him. He describes the experience with intimate detail: "He rolled me over, made
me squat on my knees with my butt in the air. He grabbed me with his arms, tried to
enter me. I was very dry and it hurt. I let him do it despite the pain because I wanted to
feel it, I wanted to know what it was like. I didn't want to let him down" (643). Hardly
the sort of thing the average fan expects from a hard SF story. Not only because his
attempt to identify with a woman (by having sex with a man) is eminently unmacho and
therefore uncharacteristic of hardcore readers, but because it is explicitly psycho-social.
What does his homosexual experience have to do with his scientist's decision of which
sex shall remain on earth?
Everything, Blumlein believes. His story works to show how science cannot
answer questions like those of gender if it maintains a false separation between our
genetic makeup and our socio-sexual behavior. He finally discovers that the problem "is
not as simple as the brains of rats" (645), as the tests and experiments of science. "I want
to possess, and be possessed" (645), he continues, reiterating the emotional component of
gender issues. The narrator knows the question cannot be managed on a purely logical
level. Still, even though the story gets quite personal, the feel remains "objective and
cold" (Slusser and Rabkin). Even in the extremely intimate retelling of his sexual
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encounter with a man, the author's tone is no different than when he flatly describes the
processes that determine the sex of a fetus. The sentences are short and factual,
unflowery, direct, assertive, "rigorous." The reader gets a clear sense of progression from
the story, an awareness that with each turn of the page, there is a logical movement
toward an answer.
The personal narratives do not just serve the search for which sex ought to survive,
they also reveal how personally the scientist in this story considers his position at the
frontier. In order to take the gender question seriously, he knows he must take it
personally. After some science-speak considering the similarities and differences
between himself and a fellow Y-chromosomed Indian snake, he muses quite plainly,
"The question really is how I differ from my wife. . . . She strokes my head and I feel
trapped; I stroke hers and she purrs like a cat. What is this? I ask, nervous, frightened.
Love, she says. Kiss me." (645). He darts between science fact and that dreaded
character development, invoking his entire person in the search for the answer; this
methodical style reveals his determination to act responsibly in the wake of such an
enormous technological possibility. This scientist stands at the frontier "nervous,
frightened [,]" and careful. At the end of the story, a man and a woman—the narrator and
his wife—are in bed together, sharing the biggest of ideas in the smallest of ways:
One night she said to me, "I think men and women are two different
species."
It was late. We were close, not quite touching. "Maybe soon," I said. "Not
yet."
"It might be better." She yawned. "It would certainly be easier."
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I took her hand and squeezed it. "That's why we cling so hard to one
another."

"It's because we know someday we may not want to cling at all." (646)
The ending is somber and mature. The narrator's decision not to make a decision on the
matter until we choose not to "cling at all" demonstrates how deeply he respects the
frontier before him. He does not boldly go where no man has gone before. He would
find that kind of movement wrong for all sorts of reasons.
The story is more subtle than the two previously mentioned Golden Age stories,
with a far more ambiguous ending, certainly, but its main "soft" trait—that of its in-depth
character focus comes off as far more necessary to the narrative and the science issue at
hand than the philosophical justifications offered in "Surface Tension." Compared to
"The Cold Equations," with all its hullabaloo about the vague laws of the universe and
the pilot's extensive and repetitive inner turmoil, "The Brains of Rats" seems far more
efficient and effective in its means. Is Blish's story really less concerned with character
development? Human drama is as central to the story as the narrator's experience in "The
Brains of Rats," with a far less technically flawed overarching situation. Blumlein enters
boldly into the hard-soft debate with a story that asserts the indivisible nature of the
science and human experience. In "The Brains of Rats," the personal is the scientific.

CHAPTER THREE: THE END OF THE WORLD
On a popular SF website frequented by fans and authors alike, the Testerman Sci-Fi
Site, Bill Testerman, SF fan and critic, explains why he finds Golden Age SF stories
superior to contemporary ones: "One reason I am fond of the older stories is that, in
general, there was more focus on the 'hard' sciences like physics and astronomy, and
more optimism about the future. Most recent SF has focused on such 'soft' sciences as
sociology, psychology, and politics, and has been much darker" (screen 1). Phil Latham's
1950 "The Xi Effect," though hardly imperfect, is about astronomy and physics and it is
much more technically accurate than "The Cold Equations" and "Surface Tension," but
the ends of its hard core means cast yet more doubt on claims like Testerman's that the
Golden Age of SF produced inspiring stories of pure scientific objectivism. "The Xi
Effect" is quite "dark," but even as the world ends in the story, readers like Testerman
most likely cannot help but feel vindicated when science maintains the upper hand. Greg
Bear's 1982 "Schrodinger's Plague" is "dark" in a very different way: it casts doubt on
the superiority of the scientist, who, with his toys of physics and quantum mechanics,
causes the end of the world. Latham's story is in my eyes the hardest of the Golden Age
stories I consider in this paper, while "Schrodinger's Plague" because of its highly
speculative nature, is probably the most implausible (yet still hard by all counts). I
compare them in this chapter to highlight the revealing ways in which the science in these
science fiction stories is put to use: in "The Xi Effect," for effect; in "Schrodinger's
Plague," for argument. The differences between the stories help us to clarify why so
much contemporary hard SF is not identified as such: many of the post 80s stories are
missing some standard hard SF stereotypes that decades of readers, writers, and fans (like
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Testerman) have come to identify with hard SF: machismo, unambiguous good guys and
bad guys, science and scientists as infallible and mercilessly objective.
"The Xi Effect" has almost all of those genre-identifying marks. The initial scientific
premise of Latham's story rests on an imaginary theoretical assumption: that there is a
"higher order of space-time or 'Xi Space'" (211) of which our universe is only a "tiny
corner or 'clot'" (211). With no correlation to known science, this is pure speculation,
even fantasy, but it paves the way for a highly technical and extremely well-researched
physics problem. Smacking of a Twilight Zone episode, the scenario must have been the
result of an interesting question Latham and his science-minded pals kicked around:
"What would happen if the universe suddenly started to shrink?" In terms of hard SF
technical standards, Latham's initial leap is forgivable (where, for instance, Tom
Godwin's in "The Cold Equations" is not) for three reasons. One is that while the notion
of Xi space is unprecedented, it is not disprovable or even entirely dismissible given our
relatively puny understanding of the greater universe. Second, the explanations Latham
offers on the matter are convincing and certainly well-researched (as opposed to the
ignorance Godwin displays by never addressing the assumptions in his story). Third, the
purpose of the Xi space backdrop is to allow for the discussion of a truly hardcore
scientific problem. That said, "The Xi Effect" shares a less forgivable similarity with
"The Cold Equations." However legitimate their central scientific "equations," both use
that science primarily to distinguish the figure of the scientist from that of the layperson.
In the case of Latham's story, the non-scientist types are depicted not just as ignorant as
they are in "The Cold Equations," but as stupid, shallow, hysterical, and fundamentally
ridiculous. In this reading, I will, as John Huntington suggests in "Hard-Core Science
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Fiction and the Illusion of Science," "not be questioning the truth of the story's thesis, but
. . . asking what purpose that "truth" is being made to serve" (51).
Immediately identifying "The Xi Effect" as a hard SF story, Latham hits us up with
lots of difficult scientific jargon right off the bat. Astronomers Arnold and Stoddard fret
over their high-tech equipment, a scene Latham kindly describes with a handy analogy:
"For the next hour the astronomers probed the interior of the spectrometer as intently as
two surgeons performing an exploratory laparotomy" (209). To sum up my response to
this line in two words: "A what?" Arnold's uncontextualized opening line invokes a
similar reaction, '"Here's the end of the atmospheric carbon dioxide band at sixteen
thousand . . . You can see everything's all right out to there. But beyond twenty thousand
we aren't getting a thing" (208). In order to follow the very basic backbone of the story,
non-scientists need to literally draw a diagram in the margin of the text along with
Arnold:
'Assume that this line represents the boundary of our local universe or "clot,"' he
said, drawing an irregular closed figure with a dot near the center. . . . Suppose the
boundary has shrunk until it has an average radius of a thousand kilometers.' He
drew a line from the central dot to a point on the boundary.
"Obviously nothing can exist within the boundary bigger than the boundary
itself. Therefore, this means that all electromagnetic radiation exceeding a
thousand kilometers is eliminated. That accounts from the fade-out in radio
transmission.' (215)
This jargon-laden type of writing is what Cramer misses in contemporary SF: tough
paragraphs that take a whole day to research and compose (Ascent 26) which set up a
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story utterly independent from whatever characters might be in it. Latham wants his
story to be confusing; he is letting us know that this story is not going to be any fun for
the average Joe or Jane: this is the real stuff—the hard stuff.
It especially won't be fun for Jane, who will find her sex ridiculed throughout its
pages, another unfortunate marker of Golden Age hard SF. The kind of sciences in "The
Xi Effect"—astronomy, physics, mechanics—are all a part of the boys' club sciences
central to hard SF, as they are in so many SF classics that feature them. From Asimov's
"Nightfall" to Heinlein's "It's Great to be Back" to anything by William Gibson, these
stories set up the same dichotomy apparent in "The Xi Effect" between proactive men
and superficial (or nonexistent) women. While Arnold and Stoddard discuss the
disappearance of the higher ends of the radio spectrum in very practical, educated terms,
worrying why such a thing might happen nationwide, Stoddard's wife (or so Stoddard
imagines) worries for a quite different reason. Upon hearing of the universal radio
difficulties, he takes the news "philosophically," then takes a jab at her: '"Well, I'm glad
to hear we aren't the only ones having trouble these days. But I'll bet my wife was sore
when she couldn't hear what happened to Priscilla Lane, Private Secretary, last night'"
(209). Women in the story are painted as one of three things: secondary, sexy, or just
plain silly.
As the world shrinks, the color spectrum is drastically altered, since light waves
shorten and leave out the colors at the end of the spectrum. On this matter, we are told,
"Rather curiously, women had much more awareness of the Xi effect than men, for it
struck at their most vulnerable point—their appearance. Golden hair could turn gray in a
matter of weeks. A complexion drained of its warm flesh tints looked dead. Cosmetics
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were of no avail against it" (217). The world is ending, and women become "violently
hysterical when they first beheld the inky fluid oozing from their veins" (216), made
visible (mysteriously) by the change in the color spectrum. Given the societal value
placed on a woman's appearance, perhaps it is fair to say that women were more anxious
about the effects of the spectrum loss than men (and then only when it was as yet unclear
that the world was ending), but Latham does not stop there. The last lines of this
paragraph speaks volumes for his conception of women: "The radiant beauty of a short
time past anxiously examining her face in her mirror at night might see an old woman
staring back at her out of the glass. Death from sleeping pills became commonplace"
(217). Women are ignorant, shallow, and are totally missing the larger point.
As if—unlike the various men—they are all the same, women are spoken of only as a
group. The one exception is a wholly gratuitous description which interrupts an
otherwise technical discussion about the state of the universe: "Taking careful aim,
[Arnold] blew a smoke ring at the girl on the calendar over the sink, watching it swirl
around her plunging neckline with moody satisfaction" (214). Here we see another
classic clue of hard SF: a story with sex appeal, the macho kind. In her essay about
sexism in SF stories, "A Boy and His Dog: A Final Solution," Joanna Russ lists ten other
stories in the same vein, seven of which written during the Golden Age of SF and the
other three just prior to it. In this respect, Latham's story joins a long list of stories—
from Lester del Ray's "Helen O'Loy" to Franz Leiber's "Coming Attraction"—where,
since the author's assumed audience is male, science fiction opens up a whole new
opportunity for acting out patriarchal sexual fantasies.
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The majority of SF readers during the Golden Age were male, and there were none
too many female astronomers or physicists around in 1950, either, but Latham's starkly
dichotomized association of women with ignorance and men with wisdom cannot be
forgiven even so. He meant to write a story about ignorance and wisdom, but due to his
own ignorance, it ended up as a story about women and men as well. Still, for Latham,
the women are included only to offset the cool, collected men even further, and the story
is worth reading in his own terms as well. Russ cites Samuel Delany's complaint for just
such a story "in which the woman is a dim tag-along, brought in to placate the audience,
which might be expected to grow uneasy [when] the main emotional entanglements
between men and women are either secondary or rejected" (66). In "The Xi Effect," men,
especially scientific men, do not deal with women in any sort of serious way, because
they are—according to the story's many references to their only understanding the End of
the World in terms of their appearances—not serious creatures; that role is reserved for the
men.
Laypeople as a whole are separated from the scientists, but they are strongly
associated with women, the extreme representation of ignorance in the story. Here we
have another staple hard SF value: the separation of the scientist and the feminized
masses. Likely, the author expects his (usually) male readers to identify with the male
scientists and thereby to enter into the fantasy of remaining rational in the face of
destruction like a good hero should. Now, while women have been freaking out and
killing themselves for some time, but (and this part actually comes right after the "deaths
from sleeping pills" line) "[n]ot until late in November.. .did the situation reach such a
critical stage the government officials felt compelled to recognize the Xi effect as a
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definite world menace" (217). A "series of mass meetings to be held across the country"
(217) and led by the astrophysicists (no one else would do, after all) is scheduled to clear
up the confusion. A hundred thousand people show up to hear the lecture by Dr.
Friedmann, the man who first hypothesizes the Xi effect. Like Latham, Dr. Friedmann
plans to tell it to the masses without dumbing it down or going too easy on them. His
fervor worries Arnold, who whispers to Stoddard, "I'm not at all sure Freidmann is the
best man to talk to these people tonight. . . Friedmann will simply hand them the hard
cold facts. We scientists have known the truth for weeks and had a chance to become
reconciled to it. But what about the average man whose cosmic outlook is limited to his
job and to the mortgage on his home out in Brentwood?" (217). This observation seems
fair enough until you consider that the entire world has been drained of its color for
several weeks. The public must understand that there is a major problem here. The "hard
cold facts" are right in front of them, after all. But no, they don't see: they are too stupid.
They await the professor's appearance like monkeys, a "mob of boys" jumping
around yelling "savage chant[s]," "tearing decorations and smashing chairs" (218). Even
on this most solemn of nights, when Dr. Friedmann does finally appear on the stage, the
crowd goes wild as if he were a rock star: "From the uproarious applause that greeted
Friedmann as he stepped to the front of the platform, it might have been supposed that he
had discovered another Santa Claus instead of an effect that was relentlessly
extinguishing the light of the world" (218). Invoking Santa Claus here associates the
public—concerned enough to attend an astrophysicist's discussion of what is happening to
their apparently dying world—with childlike obliviousness, the same childlike
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obliviousness the women exhibit when makeup occupies their thoughts more than the
threat of human extinction.
This association becomes forthrightly hostile in the next few paragraphs.
Friedmann answers letters from worried individuals asking questions about the Xi effect,
one of whom wonders, '"If scientists knew light was going to be extinguished, then why
didn't they get busy and do something about it a long time ago? The government makes
me pay taxes so scientists can sit in their laboratories and hatch these wild theories. But
when danger comes along they're just as helpless as the rest of us" (219). But this
soapbox moment— the equalization of the "common man" and the scientist in the face of
destruction—is not where Latham is going with this story. Friedmann's patronizing reply
dismisses the connection:
"What would Mr. Taxpayer have the scientists do?" he demanded in a voice
that was openly contemptuous. "Does he think they deliberately create the
lightning that destroys a tree? Or the earthquake that engulfs a city? Well, I can
assure him that these are nothing compared to the force that threatens us now.
But before he criticizes science let him first learn something about it—go back
to grammar school or read some little children's book." (219)
To the response of "boos and catcalls" from the audience, Arnold returns to Stoddard,
"What did I tell you? . . . They aren't going to take it" (219). And they don't. Chaos and
fear erupt in the last few paragraphs and Latham's prose shows no sign of their letting up.
"The Xi Effect" does present a captivating imagining of what might happen if the
world started to shrink, but the science itself is less important than what it "proves" about
people. Latham uses science to write a story about the division between scientists and the
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ignorant masses, with stoic sages on the one hand and blubbering fops on the other. Just
like in Asimov's "Nightfall," when the stars begin to come out at the end of the world and
the common folk turn into a hysterical mob while the scientists "take it like men," the
lecture hall fills with noise in the final pages of "The Xi Effect," but, even surrounded by
all the hullabaloo, Freidmann remains calm and collected, rationally explaining what is to
come in the least accessible of terms, '"After the visible radiation there remains the
spectrum of X-radiation and gamma rays . . . Especially significant will be the nature of
the reaction upon cosmic rays, a subject upon which scientists have been wholly unable
to agree. At present there is no hope of securing records of this vitally important
phenomenon. Furthermore, there is no hope--'" (220). The audience is barely—if evenlistening to his detached, ahuman description. They are too busy throwing whiskey
bottles and fighting each other.
Actually, throwing whiskey bottles and fighting each other sounds a lot more
appropriate when the world is ending than a calm, detached lecture on X-radiation and
gamma rays, but it is clear that Latham means for us to appreciate Friedmann's "cold
dignity" (211) over the "melee" (218) at his feet who are quickly organizing into a "mob"
(220). That is, until Dr. Friedman's opposite—a Shakespearean actor who invokes God
instead of rationality—begins leading the crazed mob in "The Lord's Prayer." Our friends
Arnold and Stoddard do not participate; they watch the phenomenon of religious comfort
from a distance and with a degree of sardonic curiosity: '"It's Atchinson Kane! If he can
hold this crowd tonight, he's a wonder" (220). The "hard" story must reject the efficacy
of art and religion (embodied in the speaker), even in a time when science can provide
nothing but resignation.
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When the now dark and misshapen moon, deprived of its light source, rises into the
sky, the prayer no longer works, and the story ends, the people hopefully hysterical, the
scientists fearful but accepting of their inevitable demise. Arnold and Stoddard notice
that even after several hours of darkness, "thousands were still crouching in their seats
waiting hopefully for the light that had always returned" (221). The pair of scientists are
more equipped to handle this defeat; however, they watch the others with pity, and
Arnold repeats to himself what the astrophysicists Friedmann knew to be true: '"There is
no hope—There is no h o p e — " (221). Somehow, even at the end of the world, the
scientists seem cooler. In Latham's depiction, only they—not the childish lay folk and
certainly not the ridiculous women—manage to retain their dignity until the very end.
After all, they are the only characters who had any dignity in the first place. At the end
of the world, the astronomists and physicists (the masters of the hardest of the sciences)
face the hard, incontrovertible truth while the others cling to self delusions sparked by a
God-fearing artist.
It is frightening—and appropriate—to ask at this juncture, are these displays of
sexism and detachment integral to hard science fiction? I believe the answer is yes, at
least for those who warn of the death of the subgenre when there are so many examples
that prove otherwise. "The Xi Effect" doesn't undermine its hardness like the other two
examples in this paper, but it does betray the unconscious biases behind the privileging of
classic hard SF: in the Golden Age, hard SF was written by men, for men; it was deeply if
ignorantly sexist, often racist; it valued rationality, stoicism, and precision while overtly
de-emphasizing and even ridiculing emotionalism, artsiness, and philosophy. "The Xi
Effect" is "hard" SF in the gender-specific sense of the word "hard." If science is
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supposedly "masculine," no wonder Blumlein's story is overlooked as an example of
contemporary hard SF, or Willis's careful scientific-sociological studies are not included
in contemporary collections of it. As long as hard SF is still associated with the
patriarchal assumptions it emerged from, there will never be any more hard SF (I hope).
Greg Bear, SF author since his fifteenth year, is far more likely to be recognized as
a hard SF writer than Blumlein or Willis, but he is still not enough to satisfy all the
complaints about hard SF's impending death. His short story "Schrodinger's Plague,"
written in 1987 when the New Wave influence was particularly present, is far harder than
any of the Golden Age examples cited here, along with most stories likely to cross one's
path from that era, save one point: the assertion that science and scientific knowledge
should be pursued at all costs. The premise of the story, named after a famous
hypothetical experiment in the realm of quantum mechanics, Schrodinger's Cat, is
fundamentally antithetical to that central commitment to discovery and experimentation
found in so much hard SF. But even as it contests that flawed (according to the story)
notion, it stands as a delicious example of hard SF, from the title to the scientific cast.
And the whole production hinges on the fact that one extremely gifted and driven
quantum physicist is a total idiot. Latham would certainly disapprove.
The story is presented as a problem within a problem within a problem: the reader
must put together the pieces of a story of two scientists who are putting together the
pieces of a story of many scientists who are in the middle of the original...fix. Bear, like
Latham in "The Xi Effect," is up front about the scientific nature of the story's inquiry:
the first piece of the puzzle is an "inter departmental memo" (477) between a physicist
and someone who apparently has access to a private lab and a university research center.
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A few scary journal pages have been found, describing the quandary between, as the
journal entry enclosed in the memo reads, "the physics contingent: Martin Goa himself,
Frederik Newman, and the new member, Kaye . . . Parkes; the biologists, Oscar Bernard
and yours truly [Kranz]; and the sociologist, Thomas Fauch" (478). It is a veritable
science convention of a cast, and yet the opening passage is not designed to intimidate as
it is in "The Xi Effect," but rather to intrigue. The first message reads quite plainly and
even with vulnerability, "I'm not sure what we should do about the Lambert journal. We
know so little about the whole affair—but there's no doubt in my mind we should hand it
over to the police. Incredible as the entries are, they directly relate to the murders and the
suicides, and they even touch on the destruction of the lab" (477). Where Latham might
take a certain intellectual pride in intimidating regular folk, Bear is careful to artfully
create a dramatic effect first, to pique our curiosity, before laying down the scientific ins
and outs. Instead of working to maintain the lay-readers' distance from the boys' club, he
works to make even the most complex scientific ideas accessible. True to form, Bear's
hard science fiction teaches as well as entertains.
Although, according to Katherine Cramer, legitimate research supposedly
disappeared when character development became important, Bear's story includes her
prerequisite paragraph "giving clear evidence that the writer spent all day calculating the
nature and quality [of the scientific scenario at hand]" (Ascent, Introduction 25-6). The
paragraph comes early in the form of background information, refreshing our modern
understanding of quantum physics. Since a respectable grasp of Schrodinger's
experiment is necessary here, and since Bear's explanation is impressively concise, I
quote it at length:
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The final state of a quantum event—an event on a microscopic scale—appears to
be defined by the making of an observation. That is, the event is indeterminate
until it is measured. Then it assumes one of a variety of possible states.
Schrodinger proposed linking quantum events to macrocosmic events. He
suggested putting a cat in an enclosed box, and also a device which would detect
the decay of a single radioactive nucleus. Let's say the nucleus has a fifty-fifty
chance of decaying in an arbitrary length of time. If it does decay, it triggers the
device, which drops a hammer on a vial of cyanide, releasing the gas into the box
and killing the cat. The scientist conducting this experiment has no way of
knowing whether the nucleus decayed or not without opening the box. Since the
final state of the nucleus is not determined without first making a measurement,
and the measurement in this case is the opening of the box to discover whether
the cat is dead, Schrodinger suggested that the cat would find itself in an
undetermined state, neither alive nor dead, but somewhere in between. Its fate is
uncertain until a qualified observer opens the box. (479)
This explanation is only slightly watered down; Bear expects much of his readers in the
story. He leaves out only an overly complex explanation of how a quantum event is
"indeterminate until it is measured" (479), but even that omission does not reduce his
accuracy, in that the physicists must merely accept it as the flabbergasting truth.
According to physicist Paul Budnik, even those who work in the field of quantum physics
haven't quite puzzled out why "indeterminacy. . .can be resolved by direct observation"
(1). They just know that is does: "We know that superposition of possible outcomes must
exist simultaneously at a microscopic level because we can observe interference effects
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from these. . . . Sehrodinger's cat is a simple and elegant explanation of that problem"
(Budnik, screenl). For our purposes, the fact that the nucleus in the experiment will
"choose" whether or not to decay only when it is observed is true because the scientists
say so.
I think it's fair to say that it is a mark of a truly hard SF story to require two plus
pages to construct an adequate summary of its scientific premise. Though "The Xi
Effect" is bamboozling and may even require that diagram in the margins to fully
visualize the concept of Xi space, the truth is that you can easily gloss over the science
and not miss a bit of the story—because the story isn't really about the science. But if you
don't understand the Schrodinger principle, you will not "get" the play of Bear's story,
and will not even begin to understand what happens at the end. On that note, there's still
a bit more to explain about all this cat-in-the-box business. Perhaps contrary to much
Golden Age SF, even the sociologist (with his study of the "softest" of sciences) of the
group in "Sehrodinger's Plague" asks informed, relevant questions which serve to
explain the story's scientific details. When Fred explains, "We have amassed a great deal
of experimental evidence to show that quantum states are not definite . . . until the
physicist causes the collapse into the final state by observing" (479), Fauch, the
sociologist, astutely asks: "Doesn't that give consciousness a godlike importance?" (479).
There, in Fauch's question, is the crux of the Sehrodinger's Cat experiment. In order to
test the scientific belief in the modern conclusions of quantum theory about the observer's
effect on the observed, one of the group, Marty, has performed an experiment on the rest
of them mimicking the Schrodinger experiment. Instead of a cat, he uses his colleagues;
instead of a box, he uses a sealed-off room with a piece of radioactive Americum in it,
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ready to set off a reaction which would release a severely toxic, extremely contagious
virus into the air. He gives his colleagues a tour of the room, and later tells them, "If the
virus was not released, it was destroyed along with the experimental equipment. If it was
released, then we have all been exposed" (481).
Why would he do such a thing, we—and the characters in the story—wonder. Why
else but to fulfill the fantasy of any self-sacrificing, driven scientific mind: to experiment
and to prove. As Marty explains, "Because if the best mankind can do is come up with
an infuriating theory like this to explain the universe, then we should be willing to live or
die by our belief in the theory" (481). Spoken like a true hard-core, except Marty is cast
as something of a psychopath for these convictions instead of as a hero for them. Critical
of such irresponsible application of the scientific method as Marty's, Bear points out that
the ends (knowledge) may very much compromise the means (the dangerous
experiment), given that the entire human population may die as a result of the mad
scientist's methods.

After a "very long gestation period—330 days" (480), ninety-eight

percent of those who come into contact with it will die, and "It can be spread by simple
contact, by breathing the air around a contaminated subject" (480). According to the
theory, their fate is not determined until the gestation period is up: "the measurement that
will flip it into one state or another is our sickness, our health, about three hundred days
from now" (482). Since there is nothing to observe until after the gestation period is up,
their consciousnesses are in control in that critical moment; their perception of
themselves becomes truth. The experiment, according to Marty, "determines so many
things. It tells us whether our theory of quantum events is correct, it tells us the role of
consciousness in determining the universe" (482).
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The group of scientists proceeds to rigorously work out whether or not his
experiment is valid, and why. You can't get much "harder" than that. It turns out that
one among the group, Parkes, is a hypochondriac—his certainty that he will get sick on
day 330 is a dangerous mark against them. They regret their decision to have Oscar (the
creator of the virus) describe the symptoms to them. The narrator muses,
"If we had thought things out more carefully, we would have withheld the
information, at least from Parkes. But since Oscar knows, if he became
convinced he had the disease, that would be enough to flip the state, Frederik
believes. Or would it? We don't know yet how many of us will need to be
convinced. Would Marty alone suffice? Is a consensus necessary? A twothirds majority?" (483)
The intensity of their concern reveals that they all believe the plausibility of the scenario,
as any self-respecting physicist working so intimately with Schrodinger's ideas should.
The story explores an impeccable hard science fiction scenario, is idea-driven,
serious, and nail-bitingly exciting to boot. For the scientists to affirm their beliefs means
creating potential world destruction. They meet several times; Frederik and Parkes even
present "documentary evidence to support the validity of quantum theory, and, perversely
enough, the validity of Marty's experiment" (482). At the point when they agree to
commit suicide in hopes of wiping out the only potential observers, Bear's critique comes
to light: experimentation for the sake of it (like the kind found in "Surface Tension") can
be psychotically useless. While attempting to cancel out the experiment by committing
suicide may seem a nonscientific move to make (given that doing so will end the
experiment), in truth the scientists validate their theories with their lives (just not
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everyone else's). Further, their decision reveals their feelings of responsibility to all
humankind, something Bear clearly values in a scientist-type. Granted, the situation in
"Sehrodinger's Plague" is extreme, but the exaggeration—an essential part of the SF
armory—allows us to evaluate the value system represented by the story in a sort of
morality play featuring physicists.
But a good strong moral a hard SF story does not unmake. Bear takes the
Schrodinger situation to its logical extension, but he does the same to the notion that
scientific insight and proof should be pursued above all and at all costs. Marty is just a
version of the brave, adventuresome Lavon in Blish's famous "Surface Tension," risking
everything for discovery, for confirmation of an inkling of an idea. But—Bear makes sure
we understand-unlike Lavon, the insane Marty carries the blame in the story for making
an irrational choice in his experiment. And unlike Friedmann in "The Xi Effect," his
detachment from humanity is considered anything but noble. The others point out his
irresponsibility over and over; Oscar fires, "You idiot!" (480), and more specifically,
"Marty, that virus was a mistake—useless to everybody" (481), Frederik says
disparagingly "I don't get you" (481), and the narrator demands, "What in hell have you
done?" (481). Marty's experiment is the logical extension of the values of hard science
fiction gone awry, and the picture Bear paints of that vision is a frightening one.
The story returns at the end to another set of Dietrich's and Kranz's memos which
now reflect a mounting recognition of what their having read the journal means:
knowing they may have been exposed by the other members of their department, they
will have the power to flip the event. In a clever twist, the reader enters into the scenario
as well: having read the journal and the memos, she is now in equal danger, provided she
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believes the veracity of the experiment (since, according to the theory in the story, her
consciousness determines the character's fates). The story is a perfect hard SF exercise,
with all of its action growing out of a purely scientific core. Its lack of women may even
be part of Bear's critique: the boys' club unchecked rough play is just another part of the
hard-soft divide, in the sciences and in science fiction. Bear injects the story with broad
indictments of the dangers of such bold experimentation, even of experimentation for the
sake of it, a hallmark of hard SF from the 50s and early 60s. While the "taxpayer's"
concerns about the fruitlessness of science in Latham's story are summarily dismissed
and ridiculed, those same concerns are addressed with gusto here. Not only does science
not have all the answers (as it does, uselessly, in "The Xi Effect") when it comes to the
far more subjective, interpretive sort of sciences that make up fields like quantum
physics, it is fully responsible for the end of the world as we know it. In the last
moments, the scientists—and not the layfolk—are humbled, frightened, and desperate. In
the last memo and last line of the piece, one such physicist even wonders, "What in God's
name are we going to do?" (482).

CONCLUSION
Hard science fiction has changed. It hasn't gone from actually hard to sort-of hard
as critics of the New Wave suggest, nor from abundance to nonexistence as webmaster
Bill Testerman claims, nor from purely technical to character-driven, as Katherine
Cramer has observed. As the comparisons between "The Cold Equations" and
"Schwarzschild Radius," "Surface Tension" and "The Brains of Rats," and "The Xi
Effect" and "Shrodinger's Plague" reveal, hard SF has changed in two major ways since
the Golden Age: it is no longer a "fraternity" (Brin 9), and it no longer characterizes
science as humankind's savior. Since its patriarchal tone and its near-religious devotion
to science are two of hard SF's prevalent traits (as we have seen over and over in the
preceding chapters), these changes are dramatic enough to render contemporary hard SF—
with its feminism and mistrust of scientific endeavors—unrecognizable to those readers,
writers, and critics who expect from hard SF what they got from it in the '40s, '50s, and
'60s. The very words "hard" and "soft" underscore the sexist parameters of the debate; it
is no coincidence that once women began seriously pursuing the SF field during the New
Wave the terms "hard" and "soft" emerged to distinguish not only between stories that
deal with the hard sciences (astronomy, physics, etc.) and stories that deal with the soft
sciences (sociology, linguistics), but also between what was "real" and "good" SF and
what was not. All of the Golden Age Stories discussed in this paper are both quite
famous and quite sexist; the more recent stories are not. And although the fame of the
new batch is yet to be determined, that so many readers are tolling the death of hard SF
cannot be a good sign (or a coincidence). In Golden Age SF, especially hard SF, men
have the answers, they do the important stuff, and they are the scientists. What does a
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reader used to these macho conventions do with a story like Michael Blumlein's? They
probably don't even finish it.
Thomas Disch's research of SF publishing helps reveal how ideological changes
and the increasing popularity of movie- or television-inspired spin-offs in hard SF
translate to the perception of its death: the older generations of SF readers look to satisfy
their Golden Age nostalgia and the younger crowd rarely gets past the most obvious,
trivial SF selections. Disch explains in The Dreams our Stuff is Made of: How Science
Fiction Conquered the World that although the SF and fantasy shelves at the book store
are expanding, almost all of that expansion "is more of the same and more of the
sameness" (212), with franchised novels like the Star Trek series and Tolkein rip-offs
(neither of which passes the hard SF test) making up the status quo. These days, in other
words, while the Golden Agers usually settle for re-reading their SF classics, the typical
adolescent's SF reading list does not include Hal Clement and certainly not Connie
Willis. In Age of Wonder Hartwell expresses his surprise at how few younger generation
SF readers are familiar with the classics and those sophisticated contemporary authors
who have followed if not in their footsteps, at least next to them:
I was a visiting professor teaching SF writing for seven summers in the '80s and
'90s at Harvard University in the summer school, where the majority of students
were teenagers. By the last year (1993) the younger students had read no short
fiction and none of the acknowledged masters of SF before taking a course in
the field. (237)
Both he and Disch suspect that since contemporary readers' exposure to SF comes almost
exclusively from the media (movies and television) their SF options tend to be limited
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accordingly. The result is that there are very few new (young) readers of niche SF (like
hard SF) largely because they don't know to look for it, and the folks complaining about
the death of SF can't find what they are looking for because very few (if any)
contemporary hard SF writers are writing what they are looking for.
The good news is that—probably as a result of the Whole Language movement in
education—science teachers have picked up on the usefulness of hard SF as a teaching
tool in recent years. From Julie H. Czerneda's 1999 book No Limits: Developing
Scientific Literacy Using Science Fiction to Jack H Stacker's 1998 Chemistry and
Science Fiction to the 2004 "Andy's 'Using Science Fiction for Education' webpage," a
variety of sources (and the stories they feature) are put to use in classrooms across the
country. Teachers discover repeatedly that kids find SF highly readable and are a
"growing receptive audience," as David Samuelson calls them, since "required science
classes in high school and college, news media reporting, and simply living with
technology have made readers progressively more conversant with issues involving
science" (screen 2). Readers for whom Star Trek series will not do, but who instead seek
Golden Age throwbacks (featuring men, men, and more men) may forever be
disappointed in contemporary hard SF, but exposure to the subgenre in schools is likely
to groom a new, similarly eager crop of modern hard SF readers.
The other major change, the glorification of science in hard SF, is more complex.
Recall the definitions of the subgenre from David Brin and the pair Slusser and Rabkin.
Both require that science play a part in the story, as if a character in its own right. I agree
that for a story to be "hard," science must play a central role (else, what distinguishes it
from other SF?), but I disagree that role must be as specific as Slusser and Rabkin would
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have it in their definition, that "The method . . . of the hard SF story is logical, the means
technological, and the result—the feel and texture of the fiction itself—objective and cold.
. . . [I]t asserts the truth of natural law, an absolute, seemingly ahuman vision of things"
(Rabkin and Slusser vii). Their standards describe Golden Age hard SF, not all hard SF
(nor do they sound like any fun at all). Definitions like theirs which proscribe a certain
tone for hard SF lend credence to the argument that the hard SF label represents a value
system rather than a scientific standard. John Huntington proffers such an argument in
"Hard-Core Science Fiction and the Illusion of Science:"
The assent that hard-core SF compels depends upon its success in rendering an
imitation of a scientific language. Heinlein's "realism" and his ideal of fairness
boil down to sounding like you know what you are talking about. This is, of
course, a familiar observation; what Heinlein neglects to observe, however, is
that in hard-core SF this is entirely and only a rhetorical ploy. (47-8)
According to such arguments, the "objective and cold" "feel" of a story has nothing to do
with whether a story uses science accurately and effectively—it is only a way to keep the
hard SF label as exclusive as possible.
Further, dictating a certain tone limits creativity almost to the point of censorship.
If, failing to meet Rabkin's and Slusser's standards, contemporary hard SF must have a
different label in order to critique science and the culture of hard SF itself, so be it. In the
meantime, authors like Bear and Willis will continue to write stories that are "personal
and warm" and maybe not even "objective" that also employ science. Willis speaks of
the matter in an interview with Scientific Weekly.
My interest in science ... dates to Heinlein, who has always believed that people
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should be interested in everything. I agree. I also agree with C.P. Snow that the
schism between science and the humanities is the most dangerous development
of the twentieth century. One of the things I've tried to show in things like
Schwarzschild Radius, At the Rialto, [sic] and Bellweather is the connection
between science and virtually everything else, even the Hula Hoop and
Grauman's Chinese Theater, (screen 1)
As an increasingly visible part of our everyday experience, science must and will be
addressed in fiction. And as the number of intersections between human endeavors and
technology increase, the relationship between the two necessarily deepens. Science has a
role to play in the realms of interpersonal and group relationships and even in the
nebulous areas of religion and spirituality, especially since the lines between what was
once clearly "hard" and "soft" in science have blurred, as Bainbridge asserts:
Today, when highly technical mathematics dominates sociology journals and
when well-stated theories are subjected to highly technical empirical tests, one
might argue that the social sciences have hardened up considerably since
Campbell and his associates formed their opinions. (61)
It seems obvious that the rubric of hard SF must include stories that question and critique
science and include it as a socio-emotional factor (like Nancy's Cress's story about the
familial consequences of cloning, "To Cuddle Amy," or Geoffrey Landis's story "At
Dorado," which postulates how space travel might interfere with human love) and not
only as the great force of objectivity and merciless perfection that it ostensibly is in most
Golden Age SF.
The move from a glorified view of science in hard SF to a more cynical one today
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follows—in addition to the feminist movement—our changing relationship to science and
scientific discovery over the last half-century. Naturally, science in the SF world changes
along with science in the real world, and the hard SF dispute reflects that change.
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, Science was a force in and of itself. It
was an indefinite and tremendous entity, with astonishing humanitarian-type advances
(open heart surgery, the Polio vaccine, trips to the moon, svelte cars in almost every
garage) on the one hand and frightening, world-changing possibilities (the A-bomb,
nuclear radiation) on the other. Laypersons did not understand or have access to science
beyond a vague notion that involved a vision of supreme advancement with a human
cost. Science fiction at the time reflected this optimism and faith in technology,
tempered by an awesome fear and respect. Science was too big for anyone to write about
specifically, so what came out were stories like the earlier ones addressed in this paper:
Science, capital S, has the power to conquer all, but if we are to take advantage of its
potential, the little people are just going to have to bite the bullet and get over their petty,
ignorant fears.

We see that pattern in "The Cold Equations," "Surface Tension" and

"The Xi Effect"—a nonspecific force larger than any one individual's needs and desires
conquers emotionalism, spirituality—any human quality—because progress demands it.
But after all that excitement, science failed either to destroy the world or to make it
perfect. It was 1980 and we were all still around but there were no flying cars. The
Challenger blew up, AIDS spread like wildfire, and no one in a lab coat had any idea
what to do about it. And science had complicated our present and future decision-making
infinitely: genetic engineering, reproductive interventions, cloning, nuclear and biological
weapons—wild scientific advancements in the hands of individuals, political interest
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groups, or the government—all revealed science as an imperfect, even ugly, power to be
handled with a profound responsibility and fear. Science has become so complex and so
infiisive we can no longer even refer to it with such a general, open-ended term as
"science." Since we interact with technology and scientific ideas so constantly, the term
will never again be perceived as some mysterious, distant notion no one but a Scientist
can understand. It's no surprise, then, that contemporary hard SF authors, authors that
deal with science in their own real lives as well as on the page, have a more casual, more
critical, more emotional relationship with things scientific. Today's hard SF is thus both
more scientifically specific and less theoretically delusional.
So what is really missed in hard SF is not the science (as so many assert), but the
ideology (as so few acknowledge). As I have shown, the scientific standards Golden Age
stories are supposed to meet are more often met by contemporary ones. A general
familiarization with scientific concepts accounts in part for that. Verne could get away
with something as absurd as an echolocator because the general public had no basis of
scientific knowledge from which to question it. To an only slightly lesser degree,
Asimov and Clarke and Blish wrote in a time when audiences were on schedules of
reading, writing, and arithmetic—it wasn't until the 50s (and the space race) that science
was prioritized in the typical school curriculum (AAPT, screen 1). The bottom line is
that classic hard SF stories are routinely forgiven for their scientific flaws as long as they
meet the more subjective standards of "hardness"—with all the patriarchal and scienceworshipping implications of that word.
While it may be true that the often sexist, always naively pro-science sentiment
that gave birth to hard SF is dying (and good riddance), hard SF is clearly not. Contrary
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to the accusations of such SF diehards as Brin, Disch, Hartwell and so many others, it
may well be that a new golden age of SF is dawning, one with an even truer scientific
core and a commitment to "literary fashion" — in the good way. More surprising than
SF's changes is its audiences' unwillingness to do so. Samuelson puts it nicely: "The
innocence of early SF is lost, to be sure, but the belief that the past was better is
particularly inappropriate for this branch of SF" (screen 2). Science itself constantly
changes, evolves, edits and re-edits and by its nature hard SF is fated to follow it
wherever it goes.

With that in mind, consider that the most cutting edge discoveries in

the last two decades center around two seemingly contradictory things: the ability of
science to accurately describe systems (i.e., genetics) and the infinite subjectivity of the
universe (i.e., quantum mechanics). Essentially, scientists are discovering that the most
important unifying Explanations of Everything inevitably bring their field within a
hairsbreadth of its old, strange sister Philosophy. What perfect subject matter for the
undead SF story.
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